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With spirit.

JOHANNES PACHE.

Tenor I.

Rise the mountains in the distance, Clear and blue against the sky,
Rejoicing in his glad existence, Trills the lark, the lark upsoaring high, trills the

Tenor II.

Rise the mountains, mountains, Clear and blue against the sky, against the sky, Rejoicing in his glad existence, Trills the lark, the lark upsoaring high, the lark, the

Bass I.

Bass II.
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lark, the lark up-soaring high, la la la,
lark up-soaring high, la la la,
lark up-soaring high, la la la,
lark up-soaring high, on high. La la la, la la

la la la. Sing with me, cast off your care!
la la la, Sing with me, with me, cast off your care,
la, Sing with me, with me, cast off your care, la la

la la la, la la la, For the world is wondrous
la la la, la la la, For the world for the world is wondrous
la, la la la, For the world for the world is wondrous
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fair, for the world, the world is wondrous fair.

Duet.

Trio.

O joy beyond all measure To breathe the fresh Spring air,

O joy beyond all measure when we breathe the air, the

To see, with ceaseless pleasure, Earth's

fresh Spring air, To see, with ceaseless pleasure, All the
beauty everywhere! Then sing with me in
beauty that's everywhere! Then sing, then sing with me in

chorus, A merry, joyous rhyme. To
chorus, in a merry, joyous rhyme, a rhyme. To

praise the May morning, The happy, gay Spring-time,
praise the sweet May

praise the May morning, The happy, gay Spring-time, Spring-time, To
praise the sweet May morning, The happy, gay Spring-time, Spring-time.